This paper presents a novel number system based on signed continuous valued digits. 
Introduction
Arithmetic processors in today's digital computers rely almost exclusively on Boolean logic circuits. These circuits are simple and, with current technologies, very fast. At current System-onChip (SOC) densities, however, speed is often not so much of a concern as is power reduction and system noise. Power reduction has been a research goal for several years, and there have been many important results achieved [1] ; the reduction of system noise, however, is still a lower research priority at the architectural level. Power dissipation in most integrated systems is mainly dynamic and dependent upon the voltage swing magnitude and frequency across load capacitances. System noise, on the other hand, is dependent on the rate of change of voltage between nets (cross talk) and the rate of change of current (system noise). To some extent the reduction of power dissipation also aids in noise reduction; an extreme example is the use of adiabatic logic [2] where the requirements for relatively slow charging and discharging of parasitic capacitances also aids in reducing the noise level. If we look at a static CMOS logic inverter, for example, from an analog perspective, it is essentially a high gain amplifier with attendant large slew current and output voltage as the input moves through the transition region.
Even if we reduce the frequency of the input digital signal transitions, a measure which certainly reduces power and RMS noise, the current and voltage slewing rates do not change; i.e., the instantaneous noise level is not reduced. This can be disruptive to synchronous systems where incorrect values can be latched based on system or cross-talk noise. Although there are technological solutions, e.g., decreasing the relative permittivity (and hence capacitance) between adjacent levels of connections, these solutions can only go so far in alleviating what has the potential to become a major problem as device densities increase.
In this paper we look at building low noise arithmetic systems using analog (continuous) representations and operations. Limited precision analog arithmetic circuits are not new; some of the first electronic computers used precision analog components to provide solutions to quite complex mathematical problems [3] . All of these machines, however, had the same limitation of A Number System with Continuous Valued Digits and Modulo Arithmetic Aryan Saed rather low precision (often measured in several percentage points which translates to fewer than 6-bits equivalent digital precision). We are interested in using analog operations for their potential low-noise qualities when implemented as circuits, and in finding ways around the low precision problem. One of the authors has already examined the use of analog circuits in self-timed arrays to emulate binary digit arithmetic [4] (though not necessarily using the binary number system); in this paper we look at a number system that is inherently analog, and thus can be naturally implemented with analog circuitry, but without the low-precision limitation. The number system we are introducing is based on multiple digits, each of which is continuous; we will refer to this as the Continuous Valued Number System (CVNS).
This is perhaps not as radical a concept as it first seems, since there is an example of such a system found in many house-holds; in North America it is referred to as the "Utility Meter".
Consider the diagram shown in Figure 1 . There are four dials (digits), and each of the dials is continuous in the range [0, 10).
Figure 1: The "Utility Meter"
The meter is read from left to right. The first dial provides an analog value of the entire reading;
in this case it appears to be a number slightly less than 4000. The second dial provides a reading modulo 1000, and shows that the remainder must be approximately 900. The third and fourth dials provide further precision with a modulo 100 reading of about 76 and a modulo 10 reading of about 4.8. The reading can now be assembled as 4974. 8 . The dynamic range of is given by the most significant dial. In fact, if the most significant dial were very precise, and we were able to read it to a precision of greater than 0.01%, then there would clearly be no need for the other 3 the × 1000 dial. The × 100 dial appears to point to 9, but we see from the × 10 dial that the × 100 pointer must be in error by a positive amount (reading a value greater than actual) and so the × 100 digit can be corrected to 8. The × 10 dial appears to read a value greater than 75 but the × 1 dial shows that it must be 74.5.
At first sight this appears to be a Multiple-Valued Logic (MVL) [5] implementation of a number system with the number of values of each digit taken to the limit; however, there is a fundamental difference. The multiple digits in this new system are only used to refine higher order digits; in MVL implementations of number systems the weighted digits (or their mappings for non-positional representations -for example, the Chinese Remainder Theorem in Residue Arithmetic) are summed to obtain the value of the number being represented. Although in the CVNS digits are not limited to integers, conversion between a measured value and a CVNS number turns out to be relatively simple.
The CVNS and the concept of CVD's were first introduced in [7] , and basic methods for addition and array multiplication were given in [8] . In [9] we presented a scheme for efficient interfacing between CVNS and binary. Circuit design issues have been discussed in [10] and [11] , and in [12] we presented the concept of signed digits. In this paper we provide a review of our earlier findings, with a more complete emphasis on the mathematical background and several worked examples. We also introduce methods for number comparison and radix transform. The original name we used, Overlap Resolution Number System (ORNS), has since been changed to CVNS.
In section 2 we introduce the number system and the properties of the digits. In section 3 we discuss error recovery and the error tolerance of CVNS representations, an important point when considering future analog circuit implementations. Section 4 presents techniques to perform the elementary arithmetic operations of addition, subtraction, and multiplication, and also discusses A Number System with Continuous Valued Digits and Modulo Arithmetic Aryan Saed algorithms for number comparison and sign detection in the presence of errors. In section 5 we discuss the problem of converting between different CVNS radix representations, and in section 6
we briefly address alternate methods for representing continuous valued digits.
Continuous Valued Digits
Given a real number , we shall represent it by a set of CVNS digits (CVD's), , with
. We will define a radix B for the representation and, for the purposes of this paper, we will assume a maximum dynamic range of:
The format of the representation is given as follows:
where the bar (|) represents the radix point. In order to maintain a consistent notation with other number representations, we will refer to the part to the left of the radix point as the integer part and to the right of the radix point as the fractional part . It is possible to generalize the CVNS for real valued radices, but it increases the mathematical and implementation complexity and we have found no practical benefit in computer arithmetic [13] . For the purposes of this introductory paper we will maintain the relationship of eqn. (1) . Note that we refer to the n th CVNS digit of x as ;
this is shorthand for which we will also use where appropriate.
Generating the CVD's
We propose two different methods to generate the CVD's. The first method involves a cascaded technique, whereby we start with the Most Significant Digit (MSD) , and compute it as , where B is the radix of the representation. Since this is a continuous valued representation, B can be any real number, though we will restrict it to be an integer for this The second method involves the modulo operation of eqn. (4), where a is a real number.
The CVNS digit generation rule is given below:
Both of these methods may also be used to compute digits with index , where these digits will be referred to as excessively evolved digits (EED's). EED's are equivalently computed by the cascade rule, using eqn. (3), which simplifies to , or by the digit generation rule, using eqn. (5), which simplifies to . We can also use eqn. (5) to generalize digit generation to find given as follows:
EEDs are often used in arithmetic operations where the result of the operation (e.g., multiplication) will require an increase in the value of L ; i.e., an increase in dynamic range.
Signed values
Our representation methods so far imply that the sign of the number is contained in each digit, and so we will formalise this by representing negative numbers with all the CVNS digits negative 
Signed digits are well known in binary representations, though our signed representation is somewhat limited compared to the wealth of advantages offered by the redundancy of signed binary digits [14] . In section 6 we discuss two alternative representations that are more efficient than signed CVNS digits in terms of utilizing the range of the analog digit circuitry. 
Analog implementations
Since the CVD's are continuous, we may also use the term analog digits. If a linear electronic variable, for instance a current, charge or voltage, ranges from 0 to units, then each CVD of x is matched proportionately to the variable by . [16] , [17] .
The modular and continuous nature of Continuous Valued Digits is present in kilo-Watt-hour meters, gas volume meters, aeronautical altimeters and the analog watch. 
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Error Recovery
Theoretically a number is retrieved from its CVNS representation by the MSD alone, without any error:
In practice this is not possible because of the inaccuracies in the hardware used to represent the digits. As stated in section 1, the multiple digits in the CVNS representation are only used to correct higher order digits; we will now use that feature to correct errors in the analog representation of the CVNS digits.
Let us consider an error in a CVNS digit such that . Where obvious by context we will use the shorthand notation . From eqn. (8) the value we recover from the MSD alone is given as follows:
We now present a method for reducing this error by using the information from lower order digits,
; we refer to this method as reverse evolution.
Reverse evolution
We can easily correct an error in the nth CVNS digit of x, , given that its adjacent lower digit, , is correct (i.e., ) and that the condition given below holds.
Given these conditions we can restore to as shown below:
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We will refer to this as the reverse evolution process.
Reverse evolution requires a reliable method for computing the floor function and, based on eqn. (10), we see that the technique fails if either or . Since
, under the two conditions of eqns. (12) we see that this technique will fail for and in the worst case, when approaches an integer value, this implies failure for .
We can improve this situation by replacing with a rounded computation of the floor function, as shown in the following theorem.
Theorem 1:
Given two adjacent CVD's, and , the rounded floor function, , given below, will return a correct result providing .
(13)
Proof: Substituting the definitions for and into eqn. (13) we have:
Hence, under the condition (14) we have . Saed We improve the error rejection by using the corrected value, , in the floor function calculation. We now have a robust reverse evolution procedure as shown below:
The use of the rounded floor function vs. the normal floor function, in correcting higher order digits by reverse evolution, is demonstrated in Table 2 for . Using an exact variable, (first line), we apply a 5% error to each digit, giving on the second line.
(third line) is the direct computation from eqn. (11), and (fourth line) uses the rounded floor function of eqn. (15) . We see that the use of the direct computation will not tolerate a 5% error, where the MSD, , overflows the analog range (we assume that this is possible for the moment).
The use of the rounded floor function tolerates this error. The final corrected value is shown in boldface; we also see that a small amount of the error in the LSD has been propagated upwards, and we will discuss this in section 3.3.
We must point out here that we are making an implicit assumption that the floor function represents an exact integer value (or continuous variable equivalent) and that the cascade rule 
A Number System with Continuous Valued Digits and Modulo Arithmetic Aryan Saed summation does not contain errors. These are clearly strong assumptions and have to be resolved when the implementation is to be considered. Given a low value of B it is certainly possible to produce accurately controlled analog variables (e.g., based on bandgap principles [18] ) that can be used in error recovery along with the inherent error tolerance of the reverse evolution procedure. This perhaps is our analog equivalent of the natural signal recovery associated with digital systems. Another approach might be to develop a hybrid (analog/digital) circuit in which the floor function values can be exactly represented as integers. These are questions that are being answered in a current study, to be published later.
Modulus overflow correction
In Table 2 we have a situation where an error in causes the digit value, , to exceed the modulus, B=10. In arithmetic operations (to be discussed in section 4) a modulo operator would change the digit value to . In this situation the rounded floor function of eqn. (13) 
where is the value measured from the MSD, as defined in eqn. (9) . The and functions are defined below:
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Thus we see that in the special cases where or , this method eliminates potential catastrophic consequences in reverse evolution.
LSD error propagation
In general we can assume that prior to using reverse evolution, all digit errors have a substantially equal error probability density function (EPDF), . This is quite reasonable considering that all the analog digit operations will be implemented with similar circuits over the same analog range. With reverse evolution, the errors from all digits, except for the LSD, are removed providing the condition given by Theorem 1 (inequality (14)) is met and the modulus overflow is corrected using the modified floor function of eqns. (16) . The LSD error is propagated upwards as the reverse evolution proceeds. Table 2 demonstrates that this error reduces by the factor B for each successive reverse evolved digit. In particular, given an EPDF for the nth digit, , then and the error that propagates to the MSD in reverse evolution is given below: Saed This propagation of EPDF (reduction of variance) for the successively evolved digits is sketched in Figure 3 for three adjacent digits using B=2.
Figure 3: EPDF propagation for 3 adjacent evolved digits (B=2)
Since represents the number of digits, we see that it also controls the precision of the final result, as is the case with a PNS.
Error Tolerance
The inequality in (14) provides a bound on adjacent digit errors, that can be tolerated for correct retrieval of the rounded floor function, . In Figure 4 we have plotted vs and have hatched the region in which conditions provided by (14) are met. Since we also have the assumption of equal EPDF for all digits, then the actual bound on the adjacent errors is the square region, . If we are able to make an assumption of biased errors, for example offsets of the same sign, then we can relax the bound to the outer exploded square, .
The error threshold, , is obtained from as: For error values and of the same sign then the error threshold, from , changes to the more tolerant .
In Table 4 we list values of these thresholds for selected radices. Implementation requirements are best formulated by relative error thresholds and , included as percentages in the From the table we make the following observations: the integer valued digit tolerance is a constant, , and the CVD digit tolerance is radix dependent. Level discriminators tolerate at most an absolute digit error of , regardless of the radix. Hence, for digits that are by definition integers, we can write . While the relative circuit tolerance for analog digits is stricter than for multiple-valued digits at low radix values, the tolerances converge with increasing radix.
As with MVL circuits, higher radix values in CVNS can be implemented if more precise circuits are employed. In the next few sections we will show that CVNS, as opposed to MVL, does not
require a radix greater than to benefit from more precise circuits. A general drawback of higher radices is that the associated level detection circuitry becomes increasingly complex.
Example 2:
In Figure 1 , in the introduction, we gave the example of a utilities meter with . Let us consider the same meter, but with a different set of readings, as shown in Figure 5 . Using our notation, the meter is read as with . By applying reverse evolution with eqn. (16) we generate the values shown in Table 5 . An imprecision in the setting of a dial, and an inaccuracy in the reading of it, is the equivalent of generating and sensing voltages, currents or charges in analog circuits with limited accuracy. We see that the CVNS representation allows much greater precision than any of the individual digit readings. It is important to note that the applied method with modulo operations tolerates the critical cases where a dial setting of for instance is read as . Reverse evolution considers only pairs of digits, and converges to a solution within steps. As such it is practical and fast. Other methods may certainly be conceived that consider more digits in fewer steps and utilise the digit redundancy in a different way
CVNS Arithmetic

Addition
In this section we will show that the properties of the CVNS allow us to compute addition independently on each of the digits within the conversion accuracy specified in eqn. (14) . This promises the use of analog circuitry to perform arbitrary precision arithmetic in an imperfect, noisy, and non-linear environment. We limit ourselves to unsigned addition in order to provide a more straightforward introduction. Signed addition (subtraction) is introduced in section 4.2. Saed This can be expanded as: .
❏
It is clear that the same error recovery mechanism discussed in section 3 will still work for addition with the proviso that the digit error, , used in section 3 be defined as .
In order to demonstrate this, we provide the following example.
Example 3:
Consider the addition of with and . We will add a fixed error of to each of the CVNS representations of x and y and then another fixed error of 0.16667 to the CVNS addition. Note that the accumulation of these fixed errors in the addition process satisfies the error bound of (14) and so the final result should be correct except for the propagated LSD error. We have selected , to hold the correct MSD of the addition (note that the MSD is an EED for the two input variables), and to reduce the propagated error by .
We show the results in Table 6 . Note that the corrected representation of has removed all errors except for the propagation of the LSD error, to provide a result of .
An important observation is that the addition operation itself is digit-wise with no carry or other interaction required between neighbouring digits. The interaction between digits takes place in the reverse evolution process and this only needs to take place when the error rejection tolerance of eqn. (14) is likely to be exceeded [13] . 
Subtraction (signed addition)
We can perform subtraction by the addition of negative numbers. Using the standard CVNS we have the negation rule of eqn. (7), . We therefore can use Theorem 2 to define subtraction between digits as shown in eqn. (22).
Since the sign of a number after the addition process is only guaranteed for the MSD, , we need to use the sign of the MSD to convert lower order digits, , of the result to the correct sign, if required, in order to return the result to a signed CVNS representation. In order to accomplish this we form the addition computation of eqn. (23), which generates the correct CVNS digit sign for the operation.
(23) 
This is best explained by means of the following example.
Example 4:
We will modify Example 3 by forming the addition , which is the same as the subtraction ; again we let and
, and we add a fixed error of to each of the CVNS representations of x and y and then add another fixed error of 0.16667 to the CVNS addition. Here we select , since the result will be within the range , and we let as before. The results are provided in Table 7 . Note the propagation of the LSD error to provide a result of . 
Multiplication
Unlike addition, multiplication cannot be directly performed independently digit-wise. We can see this from the following inequality:
We can, however, emulate multiplication by summation of partial products, as is done with conventional PNS arithmetic. This is possible because of the following theorem. , then is represented in binary, and serves as an on-off switch for summing analog voltages, currents or charges, . We can also use a signed digit representation of y in order to reduce the number of partial products being summed. limiting the size of the as well as using mixed signs to reduce the accumulated error in the partial product summations. The latter implies, in general, a smaller amplification of when , and it is preferable to represent such that are minimised. Using a signed binary representation for appears to offer the most flexibility in error reduction. As with addition, the mitigation of the errors in the multiplication process is based on observing the bound set by (14) .
Decimal multiplication is illustrated in the following example.
Example 5:
We will perform a CVNS multiplication of for and , using a decimal radix of with a range of . We use the representation, , for the multiplicand, which includes an EED, , in order to handle the shifts required in the partial product computations. Thus and . We perform the computation using two different representations for y: a direct representation,
, and a signed digit, or redundant representation, . The results are provided in Table 8 .
In order to demonstrate the error rejection differences between the two representations for y we have included an added fixed error, to x, , and to the partial product sum,
. We are using the notation, , to indicate a shifted version of the multiplier
A Number System with Continuous Valued Digits and Modulo Arithmetic Aryan Saed digit; i.e., provides a left shift of n places and a right shift of n places. We have also included a multiplicative, or gain, error for each of the partial product computations .The errors, and , have been set at values just below the point where errors occur in the rounded floor function. We note that the redundant multiplier representation tolerates a considerably larger error than the direct representation, as we would expect.
Number Comparison
The ability to compare numbers is of essential importance to the implementation of practical algorithms, including the basic arithmetic operation of division.
The comparison procedure successively examines corresponding pairs of CVD's in x and y. If the difference lies outside of the error tolerance, (from eqn. (19)), then a definite comparison has been made and the algorithm may be terminated. If the digits are within the error tolerance, then we need to examine the next lower order digits. The procedure is more rigorously described in Algorithm 1. Step 1. Set . Compute .
Step 2. If set and terminate.
If set and terminate.
Otherwise set and continue.
Step 3.
Set
If terminate.
Otherwise go to Step 2
The maximum number of iterations is clearly L-K+1.
We use the following example to illustrate Algorithm 1.
Example 6: Given a number which has a decimal CVNS approximation of , and a second number with an approximation , we
Aryan Saed require to determine whether , or . We note that both numbers have imperfect but correctible CVD's. For the Step 2 magnitude comparisons we use . Table   9 shows the results of applying Algorithm 1. For the first 2 iterations, Step 2 returns a comparison of , and in fact if we terminate the algorithm at either iteration 1 or 2 we are simply defining equality within the error tolerances 0.45455 and 0.045455 respectively. At the final iteration, with an error tolerance of 0.0045455, we find that .
Sign detection
Sign detection is performed in a similar manner to magnitude comparison, but we set one of the operands in the comparison to precisely 0. The comparison is halted when the error tolerance is exceeded. Example 7 demonstrates the procedure.
Example 7:
Consider a CVNS representation with B=10, L=1 and K=-1. A negative number has an ideal CVNS representation of but let us assume 
Division
For brevity, we will not discuss any division algorithms here except to point out that we have implementations for all the operations required by most division algorithms; namely, multiplication, subtraction, sign detection and magnitude comparison. Finding efficient division algorithms will be the subject of a future publication.
Radix Conversion
In Table 4 we have illustrated the relationship between the choice of the radix, and the required implementation accuracy. For flexibility, the implementation tolerance for arithmetic operations may be different than the tolerance for storage or signalling. As in PNS, where we perform arithmetic with (signed) integer digits, the radix of choice for a multiplier may be quite different than for storage. We could, for example, decide to build a 4-level storage memory, and independently implement multipliers in 3-level bi-directional circuits. In CVNS we have similar flexibility. Radix conversion allows us, for instance, to perform signalling with radix 4, and arithmetic with radix 2. The advantage of a high radix is the lower number of digits required to cover a given number range and accuracy, and the advantage of a low radix is the high digit-error tolerance. The discussion of the decisions involved in selecting a radix for storage or for 
where indices n and k are related by .
Proof:
The proof is based on the notion that the MSD, can always be retrieved from any digit and associated integers as given below:
For the MSD (considered as an EED -see section 2.1) of a CVNS with radix B we have and so yielding: 
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Algorithm 2: CVNS Conversion
Input: ; ; ;
Output:
Step 1. Find the set of all tuples, such that with and . Order the tuples in the set such that .
Step 2. Compute ; .
Step 3. For each compute ; for all values of m such that . Concatenate the digits with those from Step 2.
The following example illustrates the procedure.
Example 8: Given a radix-8 CVNS number in storage, it shall be converted to a binary CVNS number, , with for use in an arithmetic unit. With and , we find .
Step 1. .
Step 2. Step 3.
Alternate Representations
This paper has developed the concept of CVNS from the point of view of a signed number representation, as depicted in Figure 2 . It is, in fact, quite possible to find other ways of representing analog digits that may have advantages over the signed number approach. Below we briefly discuss two other possible representation forms.
Rounded Digits
An alternative definition of the cascade rule employs the rounded value as opposed to the floor value in eqn. (3). We will name this alternative representation, CVNS-R. The rounding cascade rule becomes:
where the rounded digits are represented by the underscore . Using this modified definition, the dynamic range of the digit, for a signed number, is reduced by 50% to . We recall that in the CVNS, digits are mapped to quantities by ; in CVNS-R they are mapped as . A plot of binary CVNS-R digit values is given in Figure 6 . Comparing Figure 2 to Figure 6 , we see a much better utilisation of the physical range .
B-Complement Digits
As an alternative to CVNS and CVNS-R, we also introduce a form of CVNS that allows the registration of negative and positive values of x with non-negative digits. Its digits are represented by the overscore and defined as below, with :
(35) 
Since the radix is added to negative values of we call this form of CVNS B-complement (similar to 2's complement in binary arithmetic). Sign inversion is obtained as follows:
x n x n ( )mod + B = Examples for signed digits and B-complement digits are presented in Table 10 . Note that the CVNS digits, , are all negative, the CVNS-R digits, , have positive and negative sign, and the CVNS B-complement digits, , are all positive. Note also that for binary (B=2).
Conclusions
We have introduced a novel number system, based on continuous valued digits. The formal foundations for addition and multiplication with signed continuous valued digits have been laid, and an important method for digit correction has been presented that is robust against error terms that result from implementation, as well as arithmetic residue operations. The basic operation of addition is digitwise, and carry free, but error recovery requires the equivalent of carry propagation [13] .
A correction operation is performed if accumulated digit errors exceed a known threshold. With knowledge of circuit tolerances, correction hardware can be built into the arithmetic unit at design 
